
The following two articles are reprinted from
Austria (Spring 1990, Number 91, pp. 9-10)
and Austria (Spring 1991, Number 95, pp
16-23.) Austria is the journal of the Aust rian
Stamp Club of Great Britain. The editor is
John F. Giblin, 17 Grosvenor Road, St.
Helens, Merseyside WAI0 3HX, England .

More Bosnian T ales (Holey Ones)

by Lieut. CoL J. Hewgill, M.B.E., Retd .

PERFINS

During a recent enforced rest, I have sorted
my Bosnian stamps and put all my perfins
together. For the uninitiated PERFINS are
stamps with PERforated INitials -- used to
deter light-fingered villains.

I have identified the following :

1. Mail posted at Postablagen (or Post
Office) before cancellers were
received.

2. By post offices receiving uncanceled
letters.

3. By station staff who emptied post
boxes (at mainline stations and
'Haltstelle') before handing them over
to T .P.O.s. I have no hard
confirmation of this, only comments
on exhibition displays . However, I
have 30 stamps with 'Bhf or 'Banhof
written on the stamp where there was
no station post office .

4 . Where stamps were used for other
purposes.

The following are apparent examples of the
last category, with no document attached to
explain the usage.

P.L.B.
P.AKB.

E.Z .

Priviligertes Landesbank
Privat Agrar und Kornevzial
Bank
Eisenindustric Zenice

EINZUGS GEBUHR - translates as Entry
Fee

I have 13 of these on 5 kreuzer red and 6
others, so it is apparently a normal usage.

Can anyone identify the following from
covers or otherwise please:

With postmarks I have singles of 5 kreuzer
red with ZVORNIK (2), GLAMOC,
PODROMANJA (2) - I dated 8/8/90 .

CbM
HFS
SRP
ST
LB
FM
LH
MKR

Posted in Mostar
All mint 1900 Issue
Posted in Sarajevo
Posted in Sarajevo
cds not identifiable
Posted in Mostar
Posted in Sarajevo I
Posted in Sarajevo I

In pairs on 10 heller red 1990, three from
KUPRES dated 6th, 7th, and 29th, 12.04.
The 29. 12.04 is on a parcel card piece from
TRAVNIK

On singles of 10 heller red, including FPE ,
NIB, PRIDOJ, and ZVORNIK dated 1.01.

MANUSCRIPT CANCELS

I have also sorted out a lot of manuscript
cancels. These can arise for four main rea
sons.
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Can anyone suggest why an entry fee
should be paid using stamps, usually with no
date, but including the above examples with
cancellations?
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RUCKSCHEIN

I have this on one example of the 1890 10
kreuzer blue. Has anyone seen this on a
Ruckschein or other returned or receipted
doc ument?

AVIS REQUITUR - Advice of settlement?

I have one example on 1890 10 kreuzer
blue. In U.K. stamps were used to pay reve
nue duty on cheques and receip ts. I have not
found any equivalent requirement in Bosnian
references, since there were fiscal stamps
readily available. I have no examples of this
on the 400 odd fiscals in my collection.

More Holes in Bosnia

The publication of the article in the present
form was only possible with the cooperation
of the late Jim Hewgill. He prefered this ti
tle, which, as he wrote, keeps the joke going .
Unfortunately he wasn't able to look through
the final versio n.

Gerrit Matthijssen

During the sixth UPU Congress in Rome
1906 the members agreed to accep t stamps
which were perforated in a special way by
marking them with small holes . The postal
administrations were allowed to impose ad
ditio nal requirements to the use of these so
called PERforated INitials (PERFINS). For
example, companies weren't allowed to use
these marking for promotional purposes.

By 1906 many countries, including Bosnia
and the Herzegovina, had already allowed
these Perfins for years . But in the hand
books you will find hardly any reference to
their existence.

The history of Perfins started in England.
Merchants were confronted with theft of
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stamps from their stocks by their own em
ployees. Mr. Joseph Sloper was successful
in inventing a perforating device. In 1868 he
requested from the Postmaster General
permission to mark English postage stamps
for companies as a way to prevent theft .

The Perfins proved to be successful as a
combative measure and soon other countries
introduced Perfins too . The date when
Austria introduced Perfins isn't known to me,
but we find in the Handbuch f ur den aus
ubenden Postdienst of Barth ( 1900) this text :
'Die Verwendung durchl ochter Marken ist,
sofern dieselben nicht gerbrauchr kenntlich
geblieben sind, gestattet' (The Utilization of
stamps with perforated markings is permit
ted, providing that they remain recognizably
unused).

For historical notes about the occupation of
Bosnia and the Herzegovina, reference .can
be made to earlier issues ofAustria. The
economic development, far behind that of
other parts of Europe may be an important
reason for the fact that only a few different
Perfins are found .

The long-lasting Turkish domination led to
the low level of economic develo pment in
Bosnia and the Herzegovina, although natu
ral resources were available. Most roads
were dilapidated. Only Banja Luka and
Doberlin were connected by a railway. This
railway should have been the beginning of a
Turkish line between Constantinople and
Paris, but after a few years the development
of this line was stopped. Trade of any im
portance was far from easy under these cir
cumstances and hard ly a sign of industrial
development could be found .

The military occupation was, in this re
spect, an improvement. The infrastructure
was, due to the military needs, greatly
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